
Phase Two Bridging Work – Philosophy, Ethics and Buddhism

Staff contact details  jdye@chippingnortonschool.org

Philosophy
, Ethics and
Buddhism

Read this… Watch this Listen to this… Try this…

We strongly
encourage
you to keep a
journal of
your
discoveries
and look
forward to
sharing
those and
discussing
them
together as a
class.

● You Kant Make It Up!
Strange Ideas From History's
Great Philosophers by Gary
Cox

● How to Teach Philosophy
to Your Dog: A Quirky
Introduction to the Big
Questions in Philosophy by
Anthony McGowan

● Practical Ethics by Peter
Singer

● No-Nonsense Buddhism
for Beginners: Clear
Answers to Burning
Questions by Noah Rasheta

● The aeon philosophy blog
for the philosophically
adventurous

● University of Oxford’s
ethics in the news blog

● The Buddhist Education
and Information Network

●Crash courses in philosophy on YouTube

●The School of Life philosophy videos on You
Tube are informative, fun and genuinely
intended to help people live wiser and happier
lives

●Videos and summaries of key topics in
Philosophy of Religion from The Tablet

● If you have Netflix – The series ‘The Good
Place’ is very relevant in terms of ethics. See
trailer here.

●Hannah Arendt (2012 film). Hannah Arendt
wrote about the trial of Nazi war criminal
Adolf Eichmann for the New Yorker, coining
the phrase “banality of evil.” See trailer here.
Available on amazon prime.

● Alain de Botton: Status Anxiety. Why doesn’t
money (usually) buy happiness? This
documentary on YouTube investigates

● BBC documentary on the life of the Buddha

● A collection of Ted Talks (and more) on how
Buddhism engages with the world

●There are hundreds of
accessible podcasts on
philosophy bites from top
philosophers. Listen to Susan
Wolf’s podcast on meaning in
life

●The panpsycast broadcast is
excellent – it includes an audio
guides for every philosophy
and ethics topic

●You Tube Wireless
Philosophy playlist

●Archive of Radio 4 “The
Moral Maze” with Michael
Buerk

●Radio 4 episode Existential
Cool – Buddhism and the art
of acceptance

●Radio 4 Thought For The Day
from a British Buddhist.

●Watch this interview with
philosopher and writer
Julian Baggini. What
questions would you ask
him?

●Doing philosophy through
visual images. Take the tour
and respond to the
questions arranged by
philosophy@thevirtual
artmuseum

●Discuss and write-up your
response to one of the big
ethical questions in the
news. See these articles in
The Independent for
inspiration.

●This selection of free
guided meditations and
mindfulness practices are a
great introduction to
mindfulness
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